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Digital Photography For Beginners 2ND EDITION - Capture beautiful photos with your digital

camera!***Read this book on Kindle Now - Download Now!***Do you want to pick up your camera

tricks to a whole new level? Thinking digital nowadays but do not know where to start? The whole

idea can be a little bit overwhelming, but worry no more! Digital Photography For Beginners: Simple

Digital Photography Tips And Tricks To Help You Take Amazing Photos With Your Camera 2ND

EDITION is on itâ€™s way to help!Download Now for Instant Reading by Scrolling Up and Clicking

the Buy ButtonThis book will show you details about The Exposure Triangle, Mastering

Photography by Learning How To Blend The Various Features For Better Quality Photos and

more!!Download NOW and Read Digital Photography For Beginners: Simple Digital Photography

Tips And Tricks To Help You Take Amazing Photos With Your Camera Happy Reading!
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I just got out my camera to take up photography again and was looking for a book to help me brush

up on the basics. This book did a great job! It explained very simply, and with pictures, all the things

I need to know to take great pictures. I have been playing around with the different tips I learned in

the book, and I am very happy with the many different techniques I have tried. I have gotten a bunch



of great shots and I have this book to thank!

This is a perfect example of "Occam's Razor". This book gets right to the point and gives excellent

examples of all the basic concepts that a beginner needs to know.On each page, there is a talking

point with a representative photo. Now I can hear people complain that the pictures are too small.

This is probably true for the Kindle format, but if you use the zoom control, there will be less of a

problem. For the price of this book, this is a pretty lame complaint. There are far too many beginning

instructional photography books for Kindle that don't even have any pictures, it's pretty ridiculous.I

really don't think a beginning photographer will be disappointed and I believe that they will enjoy and

learn from this instructional book.

Digital Photography for Beginners is a practical guide that helps you better understand what exactly

you need to take a better picture.The ISO was always something that screwed me up. This book

taught me to use 100 ISO when there's good lighting- and the subject is stationary. And you might

use 400 if it was dark out and your focus was in motion!Gonna put those tips to good use!This book

has oodles of information to learn about digital photography and I recommend you read it- nice job!

This is not very well written; there's poor grammar and misspellings. It has other writing errors and

the organization is not stellar. Most of the information is good, not great, but I wish it was easier to

digest. Not a great start for an absolute newbie because you'd probably be just trying to figure out

what's what and this assumes you already know quite a bit and assumes you understand when

sarcasm is being used. I really don't think an instructional manual should be sarcastic at all. It is also

a bit condescending to those who are just starting out.

This book is about helping you achieve the best photo ever with your diginal camera. I'm very fond

of photography and like taking pictures. Although I thought I know a lot, I was surprised to learn how

much more I have to learn.Book provides list of cameras, with short description of each, types of

lensils, what to consider when buying lenses, triangle exposure..It is good to know about focal

lenght, especially related to the camera, that is crcial when buying camera.In the digital photography

leading lines are most significant design attributes, and by learning them one can improve greatly

the photographs taken.Nice book, on how to improve your photos!

Always wanted to get into photography and recently was offered a decent DSLR camera from a



friend and I jumped on it right away. I had no clue what I was doing so I decided to learn at least the

basics so I could take better photos. This book taught me about lighting, aperature, coloriing, zoom,

and other important things to get started taking better photos. The breakdowns were great and the

info was helpful. I would recommend this to others...

I got a new digital camera for Christmas, so wanted some help learning to use it to the best

advantage, and not always just in auto mode. This book is well-written and includes lots of practical

tips. I appreciated the example images too, which you donâ€™t always get with an e-book. The

descriptions of what settings to use when are helpful, and the explanations are informative, but not

too technical.

Nice book. I haven't used a camera in years and have been reluctant to because of technical

advances. I thought this book did a great job of keeping it simple and easy and practical for

someone like myself that doesn't know a lot. Covered all the beginner mistakes. Great advice, tips

and suggestions. Also shows some really great pictures as examples.
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